
Smart Safes
In the back office or at the point of sale,
a smart safe with an MEI® Cashflow™ BNF
attachment is the fastest and easiest way
to secure cash at your retail outlet. Only
one employee needs to handle cash.
Cash is exposed for less time and out
of temptation’s way. And retailers get a
comprehensive audit trail.

Less time dealing with cash means
employees have more time to spend on
selling products, providing customer service
and providing presence on the retail floor.

By increasing productivity and decreasing
shrinkage, a smart safe with a Cashflow
BNF saves precious profit every day. Many
retailers see ROI in less than a year.

Kiosks/Self-Service
Systems
Transactions at kiosks and self-service sys-
tems need to be fast and easy. Especially
systems like enhanced ATMs, bill payment
kiosks or cash-deposit systems that handle
cash-heavy transactions.

With a BNF, users can deposit cash into the
system quickly with less frustration.

Instead of feeding in notes one at a time,
users can place them on the tray in a
bundle. Less repetitive motion means a
better customer experience.

Now there’s a way to deposit and
secure cash faster in your smart
safe or self-service system.

Store personnel and customers
are no longer burdened with
hand-feeding notes one at a
time. A BNF-equipped MEI®

Cashflow™ note validator does
it all automatically.

Instead of feeding in each note,
users can place a bundle of up to 50

notes on the BNF tray. In no time at
all, the unit reads, validates, counts and

stacks the notes securely. Meanwhile,
employees are free to help customers, and

customers are free to handle other transactions.

MEI® CASHFLOW™ Bunch Note Feeder

Call +41 22 884 0425 for your local sales representative.
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Try and compare!

Visit www.cashflowbnf.com
for a free video demo and
to learn about our FREE
60-day trial.
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